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I. INTRODUCTION 

"One of the identifying characteristics of the Gas combustion 
process is the injection of air to an intermediate point in 
the retort. This feature permits recovery of a large portion 
of the sensible heat content of the spent shale, thus reducing 
combustion heat requirements: however, it presents the problem
of develop'ing a distributor that will perform efficiently and 
reliably" (1). As this statement implies, the developmental 
problem is not a simple one. A fairly large amount of experi
mentation done on Retort No. 2 during Stage I and Stage I 
Extension was directed toward the development of efficient and 
reliable air distributors. Although the problem is complicated 
by strong interactions between the process and the process hard
ware, these efforts have largely been successful. This report 
summarizes the results of the air distributor evaluation work 
performed on Retort No.2. 

(l)Matzick, Arthur, Etal. The Develoement of the Bureau of 
Mines Gas Combustion Oil Shale Retorting Process, Bulletin 635 , 
Bureau of Mines, u.s. Government printing Office, 1966, p 76. 
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I I. SUI-1MARY 

During the one and one-half years of Retort No. 2 operation, 
seventeen air distributor designs were evaluated. Six of the 
designs were horizontal type distributors and the remaining 
eleven were of the vertical riser type. Although horizontal 
type distributors provide line sources of air injection and are 
inherently capable of more uniform distribution than the vertical 
riser type, no sustained period of operation was obtained with 
horizontal distributors. 

Successful and sustained operation of Retort No. 2 at high oil 
yields (8S to 92 Vol % FA) was obtained with vertical riser 
type distributors. An eight bayonet distributor system was used 
successfully for processing all size ranges of shale including 
the commercially important 1/4 to 1 inch and 1/4 to 2 1/2 inch 
fractions. A four bayonet distributor system was found to give 
somewhat better yields and operability than the eight bayonet 
system for large narrow size range shale, including the 1 to 
2 1/2 inch fraction, although it was necessary to operate at 
somewhat higher air rates in order to achieve optimum yields. 

The concept of vertical riser type distributors was applied 
successfully to Retort Ho. 3. Satisfactory operability was 
achieved with the 1/4 to 2 1/2 inch and 1 to 2 1/2 inch size 
fractions. Problems were experienced with the 1/4 to 1 inch 
size fraction in Retort No.3. It was found that an open and 
streamlined distributor system with dilution gas was required 
to provide operability with this size. In this respect, Retort 
No. 2 technology was not scalable to Retort No.3. 
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III. 	CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions have been drawn with regard to air 
distributors based on operating results from the seventeen 
air distributor types tested in Retort NO.2. 

1. 	 Vertical riser type air distributors operated successfully 
in Retort No. 2 at high yield operating conditions. 

2. 	 Retort cross sectional area reduction at the air injection 
level is an important consideration and should be maintained 
at the minimum level consistent with adequate air distri 
bution. 

3. 	 Horizontal air distributors do not provide an operable 
retort at high yield (4,400 SCF/T air rate, 15,000 SCF/T 
recycle rate) operating conditions. 

4. 	 Air distributor hardware should be designed to provide 
minimum obstruction to shale flow. 

5. 	 No effect on operability or yields of air injection 
velocities between 25 and 105 feet per second has been 
found. 

6. 	 Air penetration studies reported by the mechanical models 
group (Reference 3) are valid approximations of penetration 
to be expected in an operating retort. 

7. 	 Gas Combustion Retort air distributor design is, at best, 
in the semi-empirical stage. Much additional work and 
data are necessary to define the actual phenomena taking 
place in the retort before air distributor design can be 
quantitized. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 


A total of seventeen air d.istributor deSi9i:s were used during
the Retort No. 2 operating period May 21, 965 to October 25, 
1966. The various designs evaluate4 fail rito two general
classes: (1) horizontal types and t2) vertical riser types. 
Six horizontal distributor designs were evaluated along with 
eleven vertical ~iser distributor designs. Figure 1, a brief 
description of the various types of distributors, is presented 
as a guide relating air distributor type number to distributor 
configuration. 

The intent of this discussion is to describe the pertinent 
operating characteristics of the various air distributors 
evaluated in Retort 1-10. 2. It does not attempt to describe in 
detail the trials and tribulations necessarily inherent in the 
development of the distributors. For these details, the reader 
is referred to the 140nthly Uemoranda covering the period ~'1ay, 
1965 to October, 1966. 
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A. 	 Orig+nal Horizontal Air Distributors 

1. 	 Five Pipe ~orizontal, Type I 

After initial unsatisfactory attempts to reproduce Bureau 
of Mines operations with Bureau hardware in December, 1964, 
Retort No. 2 was reconstructed and a five pipe horizontal 
air distributor installed. Presented as Figure 2 is an 
isometric drawing of the retort illustrating the five pipe
distributor. A plan view of this distributor is shown in 
Figure 3. This distributor was used for Retort No. 2 
Runs B60S, the first run in Retort No.2, through B633. 
The overall performance of the retort was not satisfactory.
The range in which the major process variables could be 
changed was severely limited by clinker formation and 
instability of the combustion zone. 

All runs conducted with the five pipe horizontal distributor 
were at a raw shale rate of SOO Ibs/(hr) (ft2) using nominal 
3/4 to 1 1/2 inch shale. Air rates required for operability 
were fairly high and operable recycle gas rates were low. 
Air rates used ranged from 4,800 to 5,SOO SeF/T and recycle 
gas rates ranged from about 10,500 SeF/T to 13,500 seF/T. 
Oil yields were low for all runs and averaged Sl.9 Volume 
% Fischer Assay. 

General operating characteristics with this distributor were: 

1. 	 Smooth and uniform startup 

2. 	 Generally smooth operation for the first several hours 

3. 	 Operation began deteriorating several hours after 
reaching conditions 

4. 	 Increasing deterioration and retort shutdown, usually
within 4S hours, as a result of bridging and clinkering 

Holdup of dust above the air distributor is believed to be 
the major factor contributing to the undesirable operating
characteristics with the Type I horizontal distributor. 
The three exposed horizontal pipes (two pipes were embedded 
in the retort wall) resulted in a net reduction in free 
area 	available for shale and gas flow of 21.8%. This 
reduction in area combined with the orientation of the air 
outlet holes (downward, 30 degrees from the horizontal)
resulted in the distributors being in the combustion zone. 
Gas velocity through the hardware was extremely high, about 
9 feet per second superficial, since essentially the total 
gas flow through the retort had to pass through the 
restricted area at the maximum temperature in the retort. 
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• FIGURE 2 

ISOMETRIC VIEW, RETORT NO. 2 WITH 

5 PIPE HORIZONTAL AIR DISTRIBUTOR 
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AIR DISTRIBUTOR TYPE 1, PLAN VIEW, 
5 PIPE HORIZONTAL AIR DISTRIBUTOR 
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Horizontal temperature profiles taken normal to the dis
tributor orientation 8 1/2 inches above the distributor 
centerline indicate a fairly uniform temperature level. A 
typical horizontal temperature profile obtained with the 
initial five pipe distributor is presented as Figure 4. 

2. Five Pipe Horizontal, Type II 

To reduce the gas traffic through the restricted area in 
the retort created by the distributor, the air distributor 
pipes were rotated so that the air injection angle was 30 
degrees above the horizontal. The distributor configuration,
used for Runs B634 through B639, is shown in Figure S. 
This change reduced the gas velocity through the restricted 
area to about 4 feet per second. Although retort operability 
was not improved, a definite shift in operable gas rates 
was noted. Lower air rates and higher recycle gas rates 
were required to achieve even poor operability. Air rates 
used ranged from 4,000 to 4,700 SCF/T and recycle gas rates 
ranged from 14,300 to 15,000 SCF/T. While high oil yields 
would be expected at these conditions, yields were low and 
averaged 81.5 Volume % Fischer Assay. 

3. Three Pipe Horizontal, Type III 

To eliminate possible wall effects, the two wall distributors 
were blanked off, as shown in Figure 6. The air injection 
angle was maintained at 30 degrees above the horizontal. 
This configuration was used for Runs B640 through B64l and 
B645 through B653. Operations were conducted at both 300 
and 500 lbs/(hr) (ft2) mass rates. It was found that a 
semi-stable operation could be achieved by the use of dilu
tion gas and air preheat. Oil yields were not substantially 
improved, however, and remained at about 82 to 83 Volume % 
Fischer Assay. 

Three Pipe Horizontal, Type IV 

To further reduce the area restriction at the distributor 
level, two of the center distributor pipes were removed 
leaving one pipe in the middle and the two wall distributors. 
The distributor pipes were also rotated so that the air 
injection angle was downward at 30 degrees from the horizon
tc;ll.()pe~ations were limited to the 300 lbs/(hr) (ft2) mass 
rate to provide low velocities through the distributor and 
dilution gas was used to help overcome the air distribution 
problem inherent with the wide spacing. Retort operability 
was very poor and oil yields were about 79 Volume % Fischer 
Assay. The retort clinkered easily, with the clinkers 
resting On the center pipe and reaching the wall. As a 
result of the very poor performance, only three runs were 
made with this distributor. The retort configuration is 
shown in Figure 7. 
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TYPICAL COMBUSTION ZONE TEMPERATURE PROFILE WITH 
TYPE I FIVE PIPE HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTOR 

Run No. B6l0, Raw Shale Rate = 500 lbs/(hr) (ft2) 
Air Rate = 5,500 SCFIT 

Recyle Gas Rate = 13,000 SCFIT 
Shale Size = 3/4 to 1 1/2 Inch 

Note: Profile taken 8 1/2 inches above centerline of air distributors 
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5. Two Pipe Horizontal, Type V 

The final variation on the initial five pipe horizontal 
hardware was to blind the two wall distributors and remove 
the center distributor. This configuration is shown in 
Figure 8. The air injection angle was upward at 30 degrees
from the horizontal and operations were limited to 300 
lbs/(hr) (ft2) to minimize gas velocity through the hardware. 
Dilution gas was used to provide greater oxygen penetration.
The retort was essentially inoperable and clinkered easily.
Both unretorted shale and clinkers were found in the spent 
shale. Only four runs, B655 through B658, were generated, 
as a result of the poor operation. 

6. Interpretation of Results 

Overall inspection of the results obtained with the various 
horizontal distributor configurations indicate a possible
relationship between air rate and recycle gas rate required 
for semi-stable operation of the retort and the number of 
lineal feet of distributor. While the correlation, pre
sented as Figure 9, is strictly qualitative in nature, it 
does graphically illustrate the narrow operability band 
found to exist with the horizontal distributors. 

B. Vertical Riser Type Distributors 

As a result of the problems eXperienced with horizontal distribu
tors and observations made on both Retorts No. 1 and No.2, a 
working hypothesis involving the action of dust in the retort 
was formulated. Basically, the "dust hypothesis" contemplated 
the generation of dust in the retorting and combustion zones; 
circulation of the dust upward into the condensing zone where 
it picked up oil by condensation, adsorption and impingement;
and recirculation of the oil laden dust downward into the retort
ing and combustion zones. At low total gas rates and low gas
velocities through the restricted air distributor section, a 
low equilibrium dust level would be expected. As gas rates were 
increased, a rapid increase in the equilibrium dust level would 
be expected to occur with consequent loss in operability as 
more oil soaked dust became available as a binding material in 
the interstices of the bed. Loss in yield would occur from 
thermal cracking and combustion of the oil in the neighborhood
of the air distributors. 

To test this hypothesis, an eight bayonet vertical riser type 
distributor was designed to maximize clear area and minimize 
gas velocity at the air injection level. This approach was 
successful, and resulted in higher oil yields and improved retort 
operability. ~fuile the dust hypothesis does not account for all 
of the phenomena taking place in the retort, it does appear to 
be a partial explanation of the clinkering mechanism. 
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An isometric drawing showing the final version of the eight
bayonet, vertical riser air distributor used in Retort No. 2 
is presented as Figure 10. This basic distributor type was 
successfully used in processing all of the shale size range 
fractions studied in Retort No.2. These were~ (1) 1/4 to 1 
inch, (2) 1/4 to 2 1/2 inch, (3) 1/4 to 3 inch, (4) 3/4 to 1 1/2
inch, (5) 1 to 2 1/2 inch, (6) 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 inch, and (7) 1 
to 3 inch. A four bayonet vertical riser type distributor 
similar to the eight bayonet type was found to give somewhat 
better results with the large narrow size range shale fractions 
such as 1 to 1 1/2 inch. 

1. 	 Eight Bayonet Distributor - Types VII, VIII, XI, XII, 
XVII 

The eight bayonet vertical riser air distributor types VII, 
VIII, XI, XII, XVII used in the retort at various times 
were all basically similar, the main differences being
mechanical design and, in some instances, air injection
velocity. Figure 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 show the pertinent
construction details, header shape and orientation, and 
bayonet locations in the retort for these distributor types. 

Retort operations with these various designs of the eight
bayonet distributor were essentially identical. With these 
distributors, the retort was easily operable over a wide 
range of raw shale rate, air rate, and recycle gas rate. 
The range of process variables over which the distributor 
was operational is presented below in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

EIGHT BAYONET AIR DISTRIBUTORS 
PROCESS VARIABLE RANGE 

Variable 	 Range (1) 

Raw Shale Rate 300 to 600 lbs/(hr) (ft2) 
Recycle Gas Rate 11,000 to 17,OOO(2)SCF/T 
Air Rate 3,400 to 5,800 SCFIT 

(l)Based on lined retort cross sectional area 
(2)Short 	term operation - 15,000 SCF/T for long term 


operation 


The particular type of eight bayonet distributor used for 
individual runs in Retort No. 2 is summarized below in 
Table 2. 
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TABLE 2 

CORRELATION OF INDIVIDUAL RUNS WITH TYPE 

NUMBER OF EIGHT BAYONET DISTRIBUTOR 


Distributor Riser 

Type No. Numbers 


VII 	 B659 to B702 

VIII 	 B7l8 to B727 

XI· 	 B74l to B758 

B809 to B8l2 

B8l7 to B877 


XII 	 B759 to B76l 

XVII·· 	 B920 to B935 

B953 to B984 


·Used for Demonstration Run B8l7 (Reference 1) 

··Used for Demonstration Runs B953 and B969 (Reference 2) 


a. Temperature Profile 

Typical combustion temperature profiles obtained at 
a level 6 1/4 inches above the air outlet level for 
various sizes of shale with the eight bayonet air 
distributor are presented as Figure 16. These pro
files graphically show the dome shape of the combustion 
region existing around and over the individual bayonets. 
The profiles also indicate that maximum retort tempera
tures occur directly over the bayonets and, for a 
normally operating unit, are in the neighborhood of 
1,700 to 2,000 F. The profiles also indicate an 
effect of shale size and range on the maximum tempera
ture. 

b. Effect of Air Injection Velocity 

The air velocity leaving the slots or holes in the 
bayonets was varied from 25 feet per second to 105 
feet per second to determine if jet velocity had any
measurable effect on retort operability or yield. No 
effect on yield or operation was found over the range 
of velocities studied. Consequently, the majority of 
the Retort No. 2 runs were made with an intermediate 
jet velocity of about 40 feet per second. 
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TYPICAL COMBUSTION ZONE TEMPERATURES IN RETORT NO. 2 

Profiles Taken 6 1/4 Inches Above Bayonet Air Outlets 
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c. Superficial Gas Velocity Profile 

Gas velocity varies continuously throughout the retort 
from the recycle gas outlet level to the top of the 
shale bed. The variation is the result of gas heating 
in the spent shale cooling zone, air injection at the 
air outlet level with subsequent heating and gas 
generation from chemical reaction, and gas cooling in 
the shale preheating zone. t~ile actual gas velocity 
at any point in the shale bed is difficult to estimate 
since the void volume is not precisely known, it is 
reasonable to expect that actual velocities are at 
least twice those calculated on an empty cross section 
basis. Figure 17 presents an approximate superfical 
gas velocity profile for the vertical riser type air 
distributors used in Retort No.2. Note that while 
a small increase in superfical velocity results from 
the air headers, the maximum velocity is at the air 
outlet level. An approximate velocity profile for 
the Type I horizontal distributor is shown for com
parison. Note that in this case, velocities are much 
higher since the restricted area and air outlet level 
coincide. For this reason, the area of most concern 
is design of air distribution hardware in the Anvil 
Points program was the restriction imposed at the air 
outlet level. 

2. Four Bayonet Distributor - Type XV 

Hechanical model studies of air penetration as a function 
of shale size indicated that a four riser system in Retort 
No. 2 should provide adequate air distribution for large 
shale. (Reference 3) Furthermore, work was done to develop 
a riser-type air distributor specifically for large shale. 
(Reference 4) Shale flow past the distributor could also 
be improved by streamlining the headers and bringing the 
bayonets straight up from the headers. On this basis, a 
streamlined four bayonet air distributor system was designed 
for large shale. The distributor configuration is shown 
in Figure 18. This configuration provided somewhat better 
yield and retort operability with large shale than did the 
eight bayonet distributor, probably as a result of better 
shale flow and a seven foot bed height below the air outlet 
ports achieved by extending the bayonets. Nith the decreased 
air distribution, however, it was necessary to operate 
at higher air rates in order to achieve optimum yields. 

Table 3, below, shows the specific runs made with this 
distributor and the respective nominal size range of shale 
processed. 
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TABLE 3 

RUNS MADE WITH TYPE XV AIR DISTRIBUTOR 

Run Nominal Shale 
No. Size Ran2e, inches 

B896 	 through B906 3/4 to 3 

B907 	 through B917 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 

B936 	 through 8945 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 

8952* 	 1 to 2 1/2 

*Demonstration Run, (Reference 2) 

3. 	 Sixteen, Twelve, and Ten Bayonet Arran2ements - Types

X, XVIII and XIX 


Runs 8734 through 8740 were made with a 16-bayonet vertical 
riser type distributor with 3/4 to 1 1/2 inch shale to 
determine if more uniform coverage than that obtained with 
the eight bayonet system was advantageous. The distributor 
configuration is shown in Figure 19. Runs B734 through
B736 were made at base conditions of 500 Ibs/(hr) (ft2) 
shale rate, 5,000 SeF/T air rate and 11,500 SeF/T recycle 
rate. Average yield was 80.2 Volume % Fischer Assay. Unit 
operation was smooth and trouble-free. Runs B737 through
B740 were made at base conditions of 500 Ibs/(hr) (ft2) 
shale rate, 4,400 SeF/T air rate and 15,000 SeF/T recycle 
rate. Average oil yield was 85.5 Volume % Fischer Assay.
Unit operation, while fairly smooth, was not as satisfactory 
as with the eight bayona":·distributor. 1.. void wc-q notea in 
the .northwest corner of the retort along with indications of 
oil ref1uxing. The 3% yield loss at the nigh recycle rate 
condition in going from 8 to 16 bayonets indicated no 
advantage to more uniform distribution in this particular
situation. The reduction in retort free cross sectional 
area at the air injection level as a result of the additional 
bayonets may have had an effect on the operability and yield 
at the high gas rate condition. 

Operating difficulties with 1/4 to 1 inch shale using the 
8 bayonet distributor led to the installation and testing
of 10 and 12 bayonet distributor systems. These systems 
were tes.ted because it was felt that combustion intensity 
was excessive with the 8 bayonet distributor and 1/4 to 
1 inch shale. With both the 12 and 10 bayonet distributors, 
as with the 8 bayonet distributor, the process was too 
sensitive to process variable changes and mechanical upsets 
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to achieve a stable operation. The main operating problems 
were later traced to high total gas rates, startup pro
cedure and fluctuations in shale withdrawal rate as a 
result of shale level controller action. The eight bayonet 
distributor had been reinstalled when the problems were 
isolated and a successful demonstration run (B969) was 
carried out with the eight bayonet distributor. Consequently, 
no definitive conclusions can be drawn with respect to 
the 12 and 10 bayonet systems. Figures 20 and 21 present 
the distributor configuration for the 12 and 10 bayonet 
units, respectively. These distributors were used for 
Runs B946 through B950. 

C. Special Studies 

Three special air distributor studies were carried out in 
Retort No.2. One study was exploratory in nature, one was a 
reevaluation of horizontal distributors, and one resulted from 
an unexpected problem with bayonet length. 

1. Double Level Injection 

In an attempt to determine the effect of physically
expanding the combustion zone, an eight bayonet, two level 
air distributor, as shown in Figure 22, was installed in 
Retort No.2. It was realized that this particular con
figuration did not provide optimum two level distribution 
since complete distribution was not provided at each level. 
The experiment was designed to provide directional informa
tion for future air distributor development. 

Three runs each at two base case sets of operating con
ditions were made with 3/4 to 1 1/2 inch shale to evaluate 
the distributor performance against the performance of 
the eight bayonet single level distributor. Runs B728 to 
B730 were made at base conditions of 500 lbs/(hr) (ft2) 
shale rate, 5,000 SCF/T air rate, and 11,500 SCF/T recycle 
rate. Runs B73l to B733 \<Tere made at 500 lbs/(hr) (ft2) 
mass rate, 4,400 SCF/T air rate, and 15,000 SCF/T recycle 
rate. Average oil yield (77.0 and 85.8 Volume % Fischer 
Assay, respectively), was about 3% lower than obtained 
with the eight bayonet single level distributor systems. 
Retort operability was also poorer than with the single
level system. Consequently, multilevel air injection was 
not pursued in Retort No.2. 

2. Streamlined Two Pipe Horizontal Distributor 

Horizontal distributors inherently offer more uniform air 
distribution than is possible with vertical riser type
distributors. Although previous experience with horizontal 
type distributors had been unsatisfactory, the advantages 
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offered justified a final attempt at devising an operable
horizontal distributor system. The final distributor 
design, shown in Figure 23, represented the best thinking
of the Engineering, Retorting, and ~echanical Models Groups. 
The distributor was designed specifically for 3/4 to 1 1/2 
inch shale and occupied only about 9% of the retort cross 
sectional area at the air outlet level. 

Operating results with the streamlined horizontal distributor 
were very similar to those experienced with the Type I 
(five pipe horizontal) distributor. The retort operated 
a total of about 20 hours after reaching run conditions of 
500 lbs/(hr) (ft2) shale rate, 4,300 SeF/T air rate, and 
15,000 SeFIT recycle rate. Operation was very smooth until 
about two hours before shutdown. The actual cause of 
shutdown was the formation of a stable shale bridge above 
the air distributors. Oil yield for the one material 
balance period generated, PTB886, was 81.8 Volume % Fischer 
Assay, essentially the same as the average yield of 81.9% 
obtained with the Type I horizontal distributor. 

Temperature profiles obtained 6 1/4 inches above the air 
outlet holes ab~ut 12 hours after startup are presented 
in Figure 24. A typical profile obtained at the same level 
with the eight bayonet vertical riser type distributor is 
shown for comparison. The effect of the more uniform air 
distributor is readily obvious from the fact that the peak 
temperature encountered with the horizontals is about 450 F 
lower than that obtained with the bayonets. 

Two other shale size fractions, 3/4 to 3 inch and 1/4 to 
1 inch, were tried with the streamlined horizontal dis
tributor. Operating results were worse than with 3/4 to 
1 1/2 inch shale. Since the distributor was designed
specifically for the 3/4 to 1 1/2 inch fraction, it is 
difficult to draw any conclusions with respect to shale 
size. 

The operability of the streamlined horizontal distributor 
is somewhat clouded by the fact that the stainless steel 
liner extended past the air outlet level as opposed to 
its nornlal termination point of eight inches above the 
air outlet level. While probably not significant, this 
resulted in gas velocities at the injection level being 
about 10% higher than they would have been had the liner 
terminated 8 inches above the outlet ports. 

3. Bayonet Length Problem 

On June 24, 1966, an 8 bayonet air distributor with 39 
inch long bayonets, as opposed to the normal 21 inches, 
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was installed to provide a 7 foot bed height below the 
air distributor for a shale richness study with 3/4 to 
1 1/2 inch shale. The distributor configuration, shown 
in Figure 25, was similar in all respects except bayonet 
length to previous eight bayonet distributors. Surprisingly, 
it was impossible to operate with 28 gallons per ton shale 
with this configuration at demonstration run conditions 
due to shale flow stoppages. Possible causes for the lack 
of operability were: 

1. 	 Location of the cohesive flow zone at a manway so that 
the bottom edge of the manway acted as a bridge anchor 
point 

2. 	 The 39 inch riser length needed to obtain a 7 foot 
bed below the air outlets 

3. 	 The 7 foot bed height below the distributors 

To determine the cause of inoperabi1ity, a step wise 
approach was taken. The 21 inch bayonets were reinstalled 
and operability verified, the manway ledge was eliminated, 
and the air headers were moved up 18 inches to provide a 
7 foot bed with 21 inch bayonets. Since the retort was 
operable with the 7 foot bed height below the distributor 
with 21 inch bayonets, it was concluded that the cause of 
inoperability was the result of a complex interaction 
between the air distributor hardware and retort walls 
resulting in poor shale flow above and through the distri 
butor. 

D. 	 Application to Retort No.3 

The concept of vertical riser type distributors was applied
successfully to Retort No.3. Several periods of extended 
operation with the 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale size fraction were 
achieved on Retort No. 3 with results that closely approximated
results achieved on Retort No.2 (Reference 5). The distributor 
configuration used is shown in Figure 26. 

Difficulty was experienced in obtaining operability with 1/4 to 
1 inch shale in Retort No. 3 and several variations in distributor 
design were evaluated (Reference 6). An operable distributor 
configuration was found. It was necessary to sacrifice air 
distribution to the extent of about a 2 to 5% yield loss to 
minimize restrictions to shale flow. . Tb.e use of dilu.tion gas 
to increase "oxygen penetration was also required with the 1/4 
to 1 inch shale. The problems experienced with the 1/4 to 1 
inch size fraction are probably the result of the high burning 
and heat transfer rates, characteristic of small particles, 
combined with mist impaction and dust formation. The most suc
cessf~l distributor configuration evaluated is shown in Figure 27. 
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In an attempt to irnproveyield, a modified 36 bayonet distributor 
was designed and inst~11ed that provided more uniform air dis
t~ibution. This configutatiofi.~. sho~n i~ Pigure 27. Although
011 yield was imprOved, opetab11ity m.y have been deoreased. 
The use 6f yoked diktr1butots may be impraotidal for 1/4 to 1 
inch shale • 

. 
The distributor developed for 1/4 to 1 inch shale, while not 
optimum for the small shale, was close to the optimum for wide 
range 1/4 to 2 1/2 inch shale with a slight modification. This 
distributor, with the outside headers moved outward four inches 
to provide more uniform air distribution, was successfully used 
to process the 1/4 to 2 1/2 inch fraction (Reference 7). The 
modified oonfiguration is shown on Figure 28. 
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